This paper proposes a method of auto-generation of a centerline graph from the geometrically complex roadmap of real-world traffic systems by using a hierarchical quadtree for cellular automata simulations. Our method is summarized as follows. At first, we store the binary values of the monochrome image of targeting roadmap (one and zero represent the road and the other areas respectively) in the two-dimensional square map. Second, we recursively divide the square map into sub-leafs by a quadtree until each leaf has equal or less than one. Third, we keep removing the distal leaves which adjacent to the leaves whose depth are shallower than the distal leaf, until one step before the distal leaf does not connect to any stable leaves. After that, we trace the remaining distal leaves of the tree using Morton's space-filling curve, while selecting the leaves which keep a certain distance among the previously selected leaves as the nodes of the graph. Finally, each selected node searches the neighboring nodes and stores them as the edges of the graph. We demonstrated our method by generating a centerline graph from a complex roadmap of a real-world airport and by carrying out a typical network analysis using Dijkstra's method.
INTRODUCTION
A cellular automaton (CA) established by Neumann [1] has attracted scientists and researchers for years. In particular, after Wolfram found the Elementary CA Rule 184 [2] , the series of CA have been acknowledged in the field of traffic flow problems. In recent years, the vehicular traffic simulations using CA have taken advantage of the fine-grained background cells to represent the complex geometries of real-world systems. As depicted in Fig. 1 , the system selects representative cells on the background cells as the checkpoints and constructs a graph by connecting them. In simulations, the vehicles move on the route of the graph [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Each vehicle moves on the centerline of roads in real-world systems. Therefore, the extraction of a centerline graph from a roadmap is an essential process to realize the simulations.
The primary purpose of this research is to propose an effective method to generate a centerline graph from the geometrically complex roadmap of real-world traffic systems. Until today, many studies have reported on the extraction of a centerline graph from the twisted paths in the fields of Computed Tomography [8, 9] and Civil Engineering [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . However, most of these studies focus on the case that a centerline graph is generated from the boundaries of a roadmap, as shown in the left part of Fig. 2 . Conversely, unlike these related studies, we take up a case that we generate a centerline graph from a solid image of a roadmap, as shown in the right part of Moreover, it is desirable to generate multiple lanes at each intersection of the graph because we aim to use it for the shortest path findings in vehicular traffic systems. Therefore, taking a different approach from existing studies is necessary for the purpose of this study.
In this paper, we propose a method to generate a centerline from the roadmap by dynamically changing the structure of a hierarchical tree, by taking account of the characteristic of the solid images. Our proposed method is summarized as follows. At first, we store the binary values of the monochrome image of targeting roadmap (one and zero represent the road and the other areas respectively) in the two-dimensional square map. Second, we recursively divide the square map into sub-leafs by a quadtree until each leaf has equal or less than one. Third, we gradually remove the distal leaves which adjacent to the leaves whose depth are shallower than the distal leaf, until one step before the distal leaf does not connect to any stable leaves. After that, we trace the remaining distal leaves of the tree using Morton's space-filling curve [16, 17, 18, 19] , while selecting the leaves which keep a certain distance among the previously selected leaves as the nodes of the graph. Finally, each selected node searches the neighboring nodes and stores them as the edges of the graph. In short, we attempt to generate a centerline graph just by releasing distal leaves.
The major characteristics distinguished from the related works are described as follows: 1) the straightforward method using only a hierarchical tree without combining any supportive algorithms such as distance function, 2) the generation from a solid image, and 3) the multiple lanes at each intersection.
In a more broader sense, our method is categorized into the studies of Topological Thinning [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] . Although the concept of shrinking by deleting the boundary cells is same to these studies, our method ensures that we only have to examine the depth of the neighboring leaves, whereas these related studies need the algorithms to preserve the topology of an overall roadmap. Though the study reported in [28] utilizes a quadtree, they use it only to distinguish the internal or external area of a map and to access the cells; each cell judges whether it removes itself or not by referring to the neighboring cells. Therefore, the quadtree needs the reconstruction in every iterative step of the thinning process. To the contrary, our method needs only one-time recursive tree construction during all the procedures; this improves the computational efficiency compared to the previous studies.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our method in divided four parts. In Section 3, we demonstrate an analysis of the shortest path search by using Dijkstra's algorithm. Section 4 summarizes our results and concludes this paper. Figure. 3 shows the targeting roadmap, which we abstracted from the real-world airport, Tokyo International Airport in Japan. We can divide our method into four processes: the construction process of a recursive tree on the roadmap, the release of distal leaves, the selection of nodes, and the connection of nodes by tracing the distal leaves using a space-filling curve, as follows.
METHOD

Data structure of leaves
We store each element of the monochrome image of the roadmap depicted in Fig. 3 in a corresponding cell of the twodimensional N r ×N r array. Here, the value of one or zero in each cell represents the road and the other areas, respectively. The parameter N r denotes the number of cells in either of the vertical or horizontal directions in the original roadmap whichever is a larger size. After that, we recursively divide the square map into 2 × 2 sub-leafs by a quadtree each leaf of which has the following data structure: Here, the vector L min and vector L max indicates the minimum and maximum coordinates of the leaf and correspond to (0, 0) and (N r , N r ) at a depth of zero, respectively. The parameter D represents the depth of the leaf. The parameter R indicates the ordering index designated by their parent leaf, which determines the geometric location of the leaf among the bundle of sub-leafs. Here, a space-filling curve is a recursive curve that fills a space or area with a single stroke of a brush [16, 17] . By corresponding the ordering index among sub-leafs to a spacefilling curve, it becomes possible to trace all the distal leaves by a single curve. Here, the ordering pattern R is individually determined by the sort of the space-filling curve. We take up Morton's curve (Z-curve) in this paper. The Morton's curve gives indices to sub-leafs in between 0 and 4 so that the trajectory of traversing sub-leafs draw a shape of "Z" character. Therefore, the parameter R always becomes one of the numbers from 0 to 4.
The binary parameter F end represents whether the leaf is a distal leaf or not. We determine the F end of each leaf in Algorithm 1 as described later. Meanwhile, we use the binary parameter F del and parameter S del to judge whether we can release the distal leaf or not in Algorithm 5. In additions, the parameter F chk indicates whether we select the leaf as a node of graph or not and we obtain F chk of each leaf in Algorithm 6.
Recursive quadtree construction
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure of recursive quadtree construction. The process in line2-9 shows the initialization of all the parameters of the leaf. In the process after line9, we recursively divide the N r × N r map into 2 × 2 sub-leafs by a quadtree. The parameter B p indicates the state of a cell, which becomes one when the leaf is inside the road and zero in other cases. At line10, we define B inside the leaf. We keep the recursive division of the tree until the value of B s p in each leaf becomes equal or less than one. As a result of this, each of the deepest distal leaves respectively corresponds a single cell on the road. Figure 4 shows a hierarchically structured mesh constructed on the roadmap of an airport depicted in Fig. 3 . Here, two important observations were made. First, the distal leaves covering the cells on the inner edges of roads always have the maximum depth of the tree. Second, each cell on the inner edges of roads always adjacent to other leaves which have a shallower depth than the cell. By utilizing these characteristics, we remain the only leaves located around the center line by releasing leaves through the process from Algorithm 3 to Algorithm 5. Figure 5 exhibits the process of tracing all the distal leaves by "a single stroke of a brush" using Morton's curve. Here, for easy access to the distal leaf of the tree, we introduce a conventional technique of a pointer table as shown in Algorithm 2. We can set a sequential number to all the distal leaves by incre-
Leaf.D ← D
5:
Leaf.R ← R
6:
Leaf.F end ← false 7: Leaf.F del ← false 8: Leaf.S del ← 0 9:
Leaf.F chk ← false 10: Define B 
end for 21: end if 22: return Leaf 23: end function menting the number every time Morton's curve traverses two different distal leaves. We can create one more N r × N r array and fill the area paved by a distal leaf with the index of the leaf. Similarly, it is possible to store the pointer of each distal leaf in an N r × N r array, as shown in line8. This pointer table not only makes it easier to access all the distal leaves but also simplifies all the algorithms. Additionally, we store a pointer of the parent leaf at line 2, which we use in the process of release of leaves in Algorithm 5. Figure 6 illustrates a schematic to release the distal leaves. Here, we take up a one-dimensional case using a binary tree for easy explanation. The parameter D mes max indicates the maximum depth of the tree measured by tracing all the distal leaves by Morton's curve. First, we find out the leaves that adjacent to the leaves which have a shallower depth by one level compared to the deepest leaf. We set flags to them as the candidates and change the F del of them from false to true. In this example case, we set the flags to the leaf d and leaf f as the candidates because the leaf e has a shallower depth. We need to prevent the tree from the over-release of leaves because the tree releases them by a unit of a bundle of sub-leafs. We count the number of F del whose state is true in every bundle of sub-leafs and store it to the S del of their parent leaf. In case that a leaf has the S del whose value is zero, the leaf has no candidate sub-leaf to be released. Hereafter, we name such a leaf as "a stable leaf." Next, the leaf B searches the state of neighboring leaves (A and C). Because leaf B is connected with a stable leaf A, we keep the distal leaf d as a candidate sub-leaf to be released. On the other hand, we have to exclude the leaf f from the list of candidates regardless of the state of the leaf D because the leaf f connects with a vacant leaf g which locates outside the roads. In the end, the leaf B, a bundle comprising the leaf c and leaf d, is released. Leaf.S del ← 0 10: end if 17: end function to be released. First, we detect one of the distal leaves by the process in line 2-6. After finding a distal leaf, we examine the depth of the neighboring four leaves existing in the vertical or horizontal direction of the distal leaf as described in line12-26. If we find that at least one of four neighboring leaves has a shallower depth than D mes max , we change the F del of the leaf from false to true as in line27-29. After that, in Algorithm 4, we count the number of F del whose state is true in every bundle of sub-leafs and store it to S del of their parent leaf as described in line 9-14. As aforementioned, when the value of S del of a leaf becomes zero, the leaf has no candidate sub-leaf to be released (the leaf can be said as "stable leaf").
Algorithm 2 Generation of
Finally, we remove leaves according to the procedure in Algorithm 5. We detect one of the parents of distal leaves by the process in line2-7. After finding a parent of a distal leaf, we descend to each of four child leaves of the leaf as described in line10. We examine the value of S del of each parent of the leaves which neighbors to each child leaf as described in line13-24. When the value of S del becomes zero, a bundle of the leaves including the neighboring leaf of the child leaf remains; we conclude that the child leaf is connected to "a stable leaf". In this case, we change the F nbr from false to true. On the other hand, we check the value of F del of each child leaf. In the case at least one of F del of child leaves is true, we change F cnd from false to true in line27-32. As long as both F nbr and F cnd are true, we release all the child leaves as described in line33-39.
We set the parameter F stop to be false at the root of the tree. By examining the value of F stop after conducting the Algorithm 5, we can judge whether the release of leaves occurs at least once or not. We repeat the procedures from Algorithm 3 to Algorithm 5 to shrink the area around the centerline. Noted that it is necessary to update the pointer table Table( 
Selection and connection of nodes
After shrinking the road areas by Algorithm 5, we trace all the remaining distal leaves of the tree by Morton's curve to choose the nodes from these distal leaves which keep a certain distance among the previously selected nodes as described in Algorithm 6. To begin with, we detect one of the distal leaves by the procedure in line2-6. After finding a distal leaf, we check the distance between the leaf and all the already registered nodes in line8-14. Here, the parameter N crr chk represents the number of registered nodes. In case that all the distances between the leaf and each node registered at that time become larger than a certain distance η, we change the F chk of the leaf from false to true and add the leaf to the list of registered nodes. After that, we increment the parameter N crr chk by one as shown in line18.
Algorithm 7 describes a procedure of connection of nodes and Figure 8 gives a schematic explanation of it. At first, we define a cut-off radius of . Each node searches the other nodes which locate within the range as in line5-6 of Algorithm 7. When the node j find that another node i satisfies this condition, the node j checks whether the relative vector from node j to node i only traverses the cells on roads as in line7-18. If it is true, the node j add the node i to its connectivity list as shown in line19-21.
The cut-off radius is the parameter that controls the degree of the connectivities among the nodes; we experimentally determine it within a few times as large as the parameter η in typical to strengthen the connectivity at intersections while keeping the geometry of the original roadmap. To summarize, we have two deterministic parameters and two experimental parameters: the number of cells in one direction N r , the distance among nodes η, the number of repeating the shrinking process N rep , and the cut-off radius . Figure 9 shows a generated graph from the roadmap of leaves at a depth of zero, for reference. We set the pair of (N r , η, N rep , ) to be (2048, 8, 8, 28) to generate the graph. It was confirmed that the paths were constructed near the centerlines at the straight roads and multiple lanes were connected at around each intersection.
GRAPH NETWORK ANALYSIS
A short path search using Dijkstra's algorithm
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we carry out a shortest-path finding using Dijkstra's Algorithm for a network generated from Tokyo International Airport in Japan. In one example, we calculate the shortest paths from the entrance of high-speed taxiway in runway B to the departure lane of runway C or that of runway D via a checkpoint in Terminal 1. Figure 11 shows the calculated paths from the node a to node b or node c via node d by using Dijkstra's algorithm, and Figure 12 exhibits an enlarged view of Figure 11 . Several reasonable results are observed. First, the calculated paths show a characteristic of Euclidean distance rather than Manhattan distance because of the high-resolution image of the roadmap. We confirmed that the path connecting the node a and node d crosses the runway A diagonally as much as possible. This is understandable because of a relation of "triangle inequality" among three edges of a rectangle the diagonal vertices of which are given as the node a and node b. The similar explanation can be made to the fact that the path connecting the node d and node c shows two straight lanes including a single corner.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an effective method of autogeneration of a centerline graph from the geometrically complex roadmap of real-world traffic systems by using a hierarchically structured tree.
Our method is summarized as follows. At first, we store the binary values of a solid image of a roadmap in the twodimensional square map. Second, we recursively divide the square map into sub-leafs by a quadtree until each leaf has equal or less than one. Third, we gradually remove the distal leaves which adjacent to the leaves whose depth are shallower than the distal leaf, until one step before the distal leaf does not connect to any stable leaves. After that, we trace the remaining distal leaves of the tree using Morton's curve, while selecting the leaves which keep a certain distance among the previously selected leaves as the nodes of the graph. In the end, each selected node searches the neighboring nodes and stores them as the edges of the graph.
Our method has following notable features: 1) the straightforward method using only a hierarchical tree without combining any other supportive algorithms such as distance function, 2) the generation from a solid image, and 3) the multiple lanes at each intersection. Besides, our method ensures that we can generate a graph without executing the algorithms to preserve the topography of an overall roadmap; this is an emphasizing point compared to the related works. Additionally, we demonstrated a shortest-path finding of the generated graph using Dijkstra's algorithm. It is quite meaningful that we successfully developed a new technology to generate the network graph that is suitable for the studies of vehicular traffic simulations in transportation researches. F nbr ← false 10: for k = 0,1...N child − 1 do
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